•JOO   AN   INTRODUCTION   TO   CHILD  STUDY
in using material, and the aim is not a finished stool or an
evenly stitched apron. It is rather to provide the physical
and mental activity which is satisfying to a child and to
bring him in contact with the raw material and the proc-
esses by which the material is made into articles of everyday
use. Insight and understanding are more important out-
comes of activities than technic. The head as well as the
hand profits by "handwork." One group of first-grade chil-
dren made a playhouse out of a large wooden box. They
!aid the floor, painted the walls, wove the rugs on a simple
hand loom, furnished it with useful articles, hung curtains
at the windows, and made pottery dishes for the table.
Another first grade group made a village of smaller boxes.
Each child made his own doll's house, using originality in
planning and furnishing it. Traffic signals were put on
the streets. Electric wiring of a simple kind was installed
with the help of the electrician. These activities suggested
many questions about life today and in former days, fur-
nished opportunities for reading, for measurement, for writ-
ing, and for the application of art principles and health
rules. A second grade group made pottery and Indian
costumes in connection with their study of Indian life. A
third grade wove cloth, made candles and simple articles
of furniture, similar to those made in the Colonial period
which they were studying. .
Activities Observed One Morning in a Kindergarten. —A
description of the activities of children in a kindergarten
. will add concreteness to the-previous general account of the
play and constructive activities of primary children.
One group was seated at a low table painting with Japa-
nese brushes and tempera paint.
Another group was making dresses and bags of colored
cambric.
One child walked across a plank six inches wide, elevated
about one foot. He walked the entire length, laughed aloud,
and skipped away.
Two children were sitting in a swing hung in the door-
way. A third child was pushing them.

